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KontrolPack is an efficient, cross-platform remote shell command executor. It was created to improve system interoperability connecting remote
computers (independently of operating systems running) and executing shell command across networks. Since many years, a war has grown
between operating systems such as GNU/Linux distributions, MS Windows or OS X. In each camp, everyone is convinced of the superiority of
the operating system they dayly use and often criticize publicly concurrent softwares. KontrolPack's goal is not to choose a specific camp. But, to
the opposite, to allow specifics operating systems to work with each other. The main functionnality of this software is to provide an adaptable
user interface to interact directly with kernels of the most known operating systems sending appropriate shell commands remotely. For example,
you can, from a GNU/Linux distribution, order to a hundred of MS Windows based computers to restart or to defrag their root partition. You can
also get IP addresses and routing tables of a bunch of computers in order to manage an area network. But, when you need to, you can also execute
simultaneous batches and scripts through the network. Capabilities of KontrolPack do not have any limit because shell commands posibilities for
each operating system are still constantly evolving. Users can easily use it on most known operating system to interact with an other one without
any administration issues. KontrolPack is composed of a windowed multi-client server programming in Java language (Java technology has been
chosen for its portability) and a cross-platform client developed in the native C programming language (chosen for its real time and efficient
behaviour in system application). JKontrol can be used to help network administrators to handle remote computers (independently of the
operating system running) sending shell command through TCP/IP session. What's more, KontrolPack is using shell exe utils for Windows and
Mac, trying to set a unified behavior across networks. Moreover, the software is designed to work without any requirement of a standard remote
server to be established before its use. Copyright (c) 2016 KontrolPack. All rights reserved. This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful
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* To send and receive commands remotely between two operating systems through TCP/IP protocol. * To execute batch commands on a bunch
of remote computers. * To execute all kind of commands remotely through command line. * To start and join a remote shell session. * To get the
IP addresses and routing tables of a remote computer. * To get the MAC addresses of a remote computer. * To handle ports of a remote
computer (used by sethostname), put the local port to remote port mappings in a database file. KontrolPack is distributed as Java archive (JAR)
so it can easily be compiled to a java executable file. JKontrol can be used to help network administrators to handle remote computers
(independently of the operating system running) sending shell command through TCP/IP session. JKontrol is compatible to all kind of OS except:
APPLE iOS, QNX, WINCE, LINUX 2.2 and Windows 98 because of some missing libraries. More informations: * * * * KontrolPack 2.1 /
JKontrol 2.1 - Fixed a missing certificate. - Got rid of some warnings. - Fixed a problem when using a custom terminal. - Revised the client for
Windows and added support for Cygwin. * The sethostname command now works on Linux. * Updated the client for Windows. * Added a
sethostname command and a menu option to let the user choose the name. * Fixed a couple of errors in the sethostname command. * Made clear
how to send an argv string. KontrolPack 2.0 / JKontrol 2.0 - Fixed the issue of not working on older version of OpenSSH. - Updates included to
make sure the secure Socket connection is used. KontrolPack 1.9 / JKontrol 1.9 - Fixed a bug. The password field in the form was never
validated. KontrolPack 1.8 / JKontrol 1.8 - Updated the client for Windows. - 09e8f5149f
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Using KontrolPack allows you to send shell command remotely to a remote machine or a network of machines. For example, you can get a bunch
of IP addresses and routing tables of a network in order to manage it. You can also tell a hundred of computers to start at the same time. You can
also get a list of all disk partitions of a remote machine to backup them or to free some disk space. 0 kevaler DavidK Oct 12, 2005 5322 For
example, you can get a bunch of IP addresses and routing tables of a network in order to manage it. 0 sagay jonathan frech Oct 20, 2005 7643
For example, you can get a bunch of IP addresses and routing tables of a network in order to manage it. 0 sagay jonathan frech Oct 20, 2005
7643 For example, you can get a bunch of IP addresses and routing tables of a network in order to manage it. 0 sagay jonathan frech Oct 20,
2005 7643 For example, you can get a bunch of IP addresses and routing tables of a network in order to manage it. 0 sagay jonathan frech Oct
20, 2005 7643 For example, you can get a bunch of IP addresses and routing tables of a network in order to manage it. 0 mark hafler jonathan
frech Oct 20, 2005 7643 For example, you can get a bunch of IP addresses and routing tables of a network in order to manage it. 0 vincent timen
Rob Oct 31, 2005 4376 This package requires java version 1.4 or later.KontrolPack will not work with current JRE versions (1.3.x). Vincent
Timen Rob Oct 31, 2005 4376 This package requires java version 1.4 or later. KontrolPack will not work with current JRE versions (1.3.x).
vincent timen Rob Oct 31, 2005 4376 This package requires java

What's New in the KontrolPack?

Based on Wikipedia - Host-based network intrusion detection system JKontrol is a network administrator tool, a tool for network monitoring and
intrusion detection. JKontrol simplifies the process of detecting and blocking potentially malicious or compromised IP addresses from a network
by providing on-the-fly lookups of network activities. JKontrol consists of a windowed multi-client server and a cross-platform client developed
in the native C programming language. The server side of JKontrol can be configured to support the combination of several "detection rules"
each defining a specified action and a set of conditions to be applied to the host. To do so, you must submit one request, including a set of
detection rules. The server will then return one or several lines about the target, and show you the outcome of each rule in a result window. The
server also allows to perform several actions on the detected targets, such as: * send an e-mail containing all the information returned by the
server * perform a sequence of actions on the detected targets * perform a fully automated actions on the detected targets The client side of
JKontrol can be used to perform actions on the detected targets. The client offers a wide variety of actions depending on the preferences of each
user. Currently, the user interface for the client is in Windows and we plan to use native, third party or web applications for the same purpose in
the future. You can read online or download the user manual from the JKontrol website (with security update). The KontrolPack description:
KontrolPack is an efficient, cross-platform remote shell command executor. It was created to improve system interoperability connecting remote
computers (independently of operating systems running) and executing shell command across networks. Since many years, a war has grown
between operating systems such as GNU/Linux distributions, MS Windows or OS X. In each camp, everyone is convinced of the superiority of
the operating system they dayly use and often criticize publicly concurrent softwares. KontrolPack's goal is not to choose a specific camp. But, to
the opposite, to allow specifics operating systems to work with each other. The main functionnality of this software is to provide an adaptable
user interface to interact directly with kernels of the most known operating systems sending appropriate shell commands remotely. For example,
you can, from a GNU/Linux distribution, order to a hundred of MS Windows based computers to restart
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System Requirements For KontrolPack:

Minimum: OS: Intel x86 CPU (80486, P6, P4, i386, Pentium II, Celeron, Itanium, Core, or compatible processor) 4 GB RAM OpenGL 1.1,
Shader Model 3.0 8 GB available hard drive space (minimum) Recommended: Intel x86 CPU (Pentium III, or Celeron or equivalent processor) 8
GB RAM OpenGL 1.3 20
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